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To
<greensnorth@parliament.tas.gov.au>, 
<senator.bob.brown@aph.gov.au>, 

<greenshop@tas.greens.org.au>, 

cc
<lloydpye@gmail.com>, "Beth Hardie(Mirror)" 
<beth.hardie@mirror.co.uk>, daily mail 

<news@dailymail.co.uk>, editor of the media guardian 

bcc

Subject
FW: "Oil spill solution from a friend of mine" - Louisiana:-  It can 

repair Tasmania's water and sewage pipes too.

History: This message has been forwarded.

To: Tasmanian Greens Senators, State Parliamentarians,
 and Aldermen Alderwomen and Councillors of the Tasmanian Greens 
Party
The Green Shop (Tasmania Greens Party)
Cradle Mountain Water

 

...and David Allingham, Department of Primary Industries, Parks, 
Water and the Environment 
for both Departmental information and as a SUBMISSION 
in relation to stormwater pipes management:
 

The Drains Act Review
Urban Water Policy Unit
DPIPWE
PO Box 44
Hobart TASMANIA 

 

 

to these individual people ... (see below) :
 

Senator Bob Brown



Portfolios
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Affairs | Natural Heritage | Population | Trade | Treasury, Finance & Deregulation
 

Senator Christine Milne

Portfolios
Arts | Climate Change | Competition Policy & Small Business | Education | Infrastructure | 
Innovation, Industry, Science & Research | Resources & Energy | Transport & Regional 
Development | World Heritage

Nick McKim MP

Electorate



Franklin

Kim Booth MP

Electorate
Bass

Tim Morris MP

Electorate
Lyons
 

Cassy O'Connor MP

Electorate
Denison



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paul O'Halloran MP

Electorate
Braddon
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deputy Lord Mayor Helen Burnet

Hobart City Council
 
 

Ald Philip Cocker



Hobart City Council

 

Ald Bill Harvey

Hobart City Council
 

Cr Liz Smith

Huon Valley Council
 

Cr Julian Bush

Kingsborough Council
 
 



Cr Michele Higgins

Kingsborough Council

 
 
 
Ald Jeremy Ball

Launceston City Council
 

Cr Karl Stevens

West Tamar Council
 

Cr Rosalie Woodruff



Huon Valley Council
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ald Kay McFarlane

Clarence City Council

 
Ald Sharyn von Bertouch

Clarence City Council

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear  Senators, Parliamentarians,
Aldermen Alderwomen and Councillors

and Policy Officers,



 
I am a Tasmanian resident, living in Queenstown on the West 

Coast.

 
I am writing to you for two reasons, the first being the subject 
of this e-mail (below) sent to me by Lloyd Pye of the Starchild 
Project (http://www.lloydpye.com/ ) which involves an invention 
by his lifelong friend, Steve Catha, which has the potential to 
both plug undersea oil leaks such as the disasters in the Gulf of 
Mexico and off of the north-west coast of Western Australia and 
to provide a labour-saving, energy efficient method of making 
long-term repairs to stormwater pipes and sewage infrastructure 
and other water pipes and pipelines.  I have watched this CGI 
explanatory video myself and having seen it I recommend it to 
you. I  think of this as creative genius - you have seen for 
yourselves how with billions of dollars of expertise and 
equipment available how ham-fisted organisations can be in trying 
to solve environmental disasters of their own making - the whole 
world has witnessed their incompetence and the fruits of their 

incompetence and stupidity. 

 
So here is a creative individual from Louisiana, a U.S. gulf (of 
Mexico) state who has been given the "runaround" by BP, as other 
creative individuals have. If you look at this video you can 
decide for yourself what you think of BP's decision-making 
capacity and level of intelligence ... and then consider how much 
effort in heavy earth-moving and concrete-pipe making and 
shifting this invention can put an end to. Brains, or brawn? 
Which method of repairing pipes would you be in favour of? And 
since Tasmania has the worst water and sewage infrastructure in 
Australia and it is now going to have to have a massive, major, 

upgrade, which methods do you think should be used to do this?

 
My second  reason for writing to you is to bring to your attention 
a revolutionary method of generating electric and thermal energy 
that is greener than Hydro and only one tenth the cost of Hydro. 
Have a look at the Blacklight Power web-site and ask why we can't 
have this happening here in Tasmania. The inventor believes it 
will replace all other forms of power generation - and that is 
obviously what will happen. Is there an energy crisis? Do we need 
an extremely cheap, green, abundant alternative to nuclear and 

fossil fuels or don't  we?! As the saying goes "Don't look a gift 
horse in the mouth!" This method has been independently tested 
and verified by Rowan University and by NASA and is has now been 
licensed on a non-exclusive basis to a power company in the 
United States, and to another power company in Europe. The 
scientific theory is not an impediment to generating electricity 
- scientists will have egg on their faces if they deny the 
evidence of their own eyes and assert that scientific theory does 

not allow this to happen! That is their  hang up!



 
I am posting you a reply that I received from Aurora energy. They 
are interested, but not, in my opinion, interested enough. They 
need to have a sense of proportion, and a sense of wonder and 
excitement about this, not to be proportionately circumspect, 
downplaying of imagination and pulsating with no more than a 
mundane business-as-usual heartbeat. These people (like BP, 
above) control our destinies with their decisions, and with all 
the money they have to be creative, they treat creative genius 
and true imagination with the utmost disregard and suspicion. We 
cannot afford people like this! Why not have a  "can do" way of 
thinking - instead of to see one objection, which any idiot can 
and will do just to trample on an idea which they think and hope, 
by doing this, to look good (or at least mediocre)by being dull 
and conservative, rather than "stupid", which is what they really 
are, and what they are afraid of appearing in the eyes of others. 
In trying to protect their fragile and undeserved reputations and 
often lucrative careers they are habituated into unthinkingly 
throwing out and sacrificing brilliant ideas, thinking, it is not 
their loss and not their responsibility to "go out on a limb" or 
to "stick their neck out". It is our loss, and they are the ones 
doing it, in organisations, thinking they are innocent 
bystanders, or impotent functionaries of a system in which they 
are themselves victims of conformity and disregard for real-world 
individual decisions. Why not ask, "How can it be done?", 
instead? These organisational imbeciles with power, or 
Golgafrinchams, as Douglas Adams, called them, waste creativity 
by trampling imaginative ideas into the ground with their 

regimented ways of doing things - or processing  information  - and 
with their cowardly self-serving conformist attitudes, while, 
they participate in the real business of pipelining money into 
shareholders pockets, to which purpose everything else is window 

dressing, or P.R. - something is very, very, wrong with society.

 
Please have a look at Blacklight Power - I am forwarding you 
Aurora energy's reply to my website e-mail inquiry, and my reply 
to Aurora energy, which I also circulated to several British 
newspapers, the BBC and Voice of America, hoping they will look 
into this newly-discovered source of energy, which the inventor 

believes may come from dark matter.

 

Elizabeth Jane

18 Jenico Street

Queenstown Tasmania 7467

AUSTRALIA

 

Tel. (03) 6471-1286 (Aust)

Tel. 61-3-64711286 (Int.)



 
 
My letter to Aurora energy follows - I will not remark upon it, 
so please look for it in your e-mail inbox. The subject title 

line is: "New power sources - from dark matter: BlackLight Power: 

Aurora energy letter and reply."

 
 

 

Here is Lloyd Pye's explanatory letter which provides a link to 

the video on "Smart Pipe Technology".

 

From: lloydpye@gmail.com
To: lloydpye@gmail.com
Subject: Oil spill solution from a friend of mine
Date: Sun, 20 Jun 2010 15:13:50 -0500

 

I have sent this to my mailing list. I want to be certain you see it, so it might be a second send to 

you.

 

The video below is 2.5 minutes long, easy to watch. It features Steve 
Catha, a man I've known since kindergarten in Amite, Louisiana. He's been a 
good friend for six decades now, and I trust him. So can you. He had over 
20 years of experience in the oil business before he created Smart Pipe. He 
knows his stuff when it comes to drilling technology, etc.
 

His "Smart Pipe" is a constructed material for re-lining pipes of all kinds and 
all sizes. Water pipes and sewage pipes for major metropolitan areas, and oil 
and gas pipelines, all can be lined with the correct size of Steve's "sleeves" 
that are slipped inside aging, leaking, or broken pipes without having to dig 
down to the leaks or breaks to repair them from the surface.



 

Imagine trying to replace, say, all the water and sewage pipes in Rome, 
Italy. Imagine the hassle of digging all that up to replace it! Now all they 
have to do is slide the correct sized Smart Pipe in at one end and pull it 
through to the other end and they'll have a like-new water or sewage pipe 
that will last for decades.  And because those pipes are so durable and 
flexible, they're even capable of surving all but the most devastating 
earthquakes!
 

The ideas you'll see in this video are three different, untested uses of Steve's 
Smart Pipe technology, but everything you see in the video is already 
available and usable. It simply requires having the vision to recognize how to 
reconfigure those existing technologies. This is the kind of creative thinking 
Steve has always been able to do, and what he's suggesting here is genius 
at work.
 

Also, Steve told me the "skirt" you'll see in the third idea can be spread out 
to as much as 100 feet, so if the many "cracks" in the sea floor we are 
hearing about are actually there, then this is a way to eventually plug them 
all. We're all hearing a lot about "impossible to plug" pounds-per-square-inch 
pressures coming up out of the ground, and those pressures are indeed 
frighteningly high, but ANYTHING can be capped and corked, even the force 
generated by a Saturn rocket. (How do you think they test those engines?)
 

Steve has tried to present this to BP in Louisiana, and they are giving him 
the same runaround they're giving anyone else with creative ideas. So if any 
of you know anyone with any position of influence in our government or with 
BP, can you please forward it to them so we can try to put pressure on BP to 
do more than artful dithering to save as much of their money as humanly 
possible?
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzSPeuKw36w&feature=email 
 
I sincerely appreciate any of you taking any time to help Steve, and all of us who live 
around the Gulf, if you possibly can. 

   

 

Lloyd Pye

www.LloydPye.com

 
Starchild eBook: www.starchildproject.com

Starchild paperback book: www.amazon.com

Everything You Know Is Wrong: www.iUniverse.com

Mismatch (hi-tech spy thriller): www.iUniverse.com



A Darker Shade of Red (football novel): www.amazon.com

YouTube address: www.youtube.com/officiallloydpye

  

 

This message was sent from Lloyd Pye Updates to lloydpye@gmail.com. It was sent 
from: Starchild Project, 329 Vinings Way Blvd. #9, Destin, FL 32541. You can 
modify/update your subscription via the link below.
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